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The objective of the research is to study the vibration isolation of the floating raft 
system. The mathematical equation of floating raft system is consisting of machines, 
upper mounts, floating raft, lower mounts and foundation is derived. The configuration 
and the behavior of the floating raft system are studied parametrically. The displacement 
or vibration of the floating machine on the floating raft is measured and studied. Models 
are generated by using MATLAB code and software. 
Through numerical simulations, based on the result comparison, the efficiency of the 
presented model will be discussed to obtain some valuable results and to present some 
general design principles and requirement for the passive vibration isolation of floating 
raft systems. 
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Vibration refers to mechanical oscillations about an equilibrium point. The oscillations 
may be periodic such as the motion of a pendulum or random such as the movement of a 
tire on a gravel road. 
Vibration is occasionally "desirable". For example the motion of a tuning fork, the reed 
in a woodwind instrument or harmonica, or the cone of a loudspeaker is desirable 
vibration, necessary for the correct functioning of the various devices. 
More often, vibration is undesirable, wasting energy and creating unwanted sound 
which is noise. For example, the vibration motions of engines, electric motors, or any 
mechanical device in operation are typically unwanted. Such vibrations can be caused 
by imbalances in the rotating parts, uneven friction, the meshing of gear teeth, etc. 
Careful designs usually minimize unwanted vibrations. 
1.2 Background of the Project 
Machinery with moving parts can often cause vibration problems. This may be noise, 
excessive deflection, wear, fatigue, etc. A common solution is called vibration. The 
machine vibrates because it is being acted upon by a force fluctuating at frequency. The 
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dynamic response of the machine is dependent on the magnitude of the force, but also 
on the ratio of the forcing frequency to the machines natural frequency. Generally we 
want this ratio to be as high as possible giving very low dynamic response to the 
fluctuating force. 
The force is often due to a physical effect, such as gear tooth meshing, fan blade 
passing, pump reciprocation, cutting tool speed, etc. There is little or nothing that can 
be done to affect these. The frequency of the forcing is usually due to the speed that the 
machine is operating at. Again, that cannot usually be altered. 
A floating raft to isolate vibration of machines placed on it will be studied. After 
deriving mathematical model, the concepts and relationships of spring, damper and 
configuration of the spring and damper will be discussed. The best configuration 
characteristic of the system will be investigated when minimization of vibration or 
frequency is applied. Through numerical simulation, the control efficiencies will be 
compared to obtain some general design principles of the floating raft systems. 
1.3 Problem Statement 
With the development of the vibration control techniques and increasing strict 
requirement for the vibration isolation in the industry and everyday life, classical one-
stage isolation systems exhibit poor performances. To achieve more efficient vibration 
cancellation, some two-stage even multi stage isolation systems have received 
increasingly research attention in recent years and active control techniques of two-stage 
isolation systems are even discussed. 
Vibration isolation techniques are able to dynamically adapt the characteristic 
parameters of the systems or structures in order to meet the strict requirements of 
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vibration isolation. Because of their great adaptive capacity, much attention has been 
devoted to active isolation systems. Substantial works on active vibration control have 
been published where the power flow transmitted to flexible foundations or receivers 
has been considered as the cost function to maximizing the cancellation of vibration. 
However, in these researches, the theoretical models of the isolation systems are mostly 
of one-stage, and more complicated two-stage active isolate on systems, such as floating 
raft systems, have not been dealt with. 
Based on perspective above, a novel analytical model is developed to describe floating 
raft isolation systems. The mobility or impedance matrix technique is used to derive the 
mobility matrices of the subsystems, respectively, such as machines, mounts, floating 
raft and plate foundation. With the general mobility matrices of the subsystems, the 
passive system will be solved. The results will provide important instructions for the 
vibration design of active floating raft systems. 
1.4 Objective 
The main objective of this paper is to highlight on the vibration isolation of floating raft 
system by controlling transmission of the power flow. Fine points of the objective are as 
follow: 
• To develop mathematical model of a floating raft isolation system consisting 
of machines, upper mounts, raft, lower mounts and foundation. 
• To study parametrically and identify the best configuration of isolation raft 
system consisting of spring and damper by using MA TLAB software. 
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• To design the floating rafts system with requirement maximum displacement 
less than 3.5 mm. 
1.5 Scope of Work 
This one year project includes literature review of the researches, articles, and 
information related to the topic. Apart from that, mathematical modeling, writing 
computer coding and computer simulation will be carried out to propose the best 
vibration isolation system configuration for floating raft without exceed the requirement 
needed. 
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2.1 Degree of Freedom 
CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The minimum number of independent coordinate required to determine completely the 
positions of all parts of a system at any instant of time defines the degree of freedom of 
the system. In mechanics, degrees of freedom (DOF) are the set of independent 
displacements that specify completely the displaced or deformed position of the body or 
system. This is a fundamental concept relating to systems of moving bodies in 
mechanical engineering, aeronautical engineering, robotics, automotive engineering, 
locomotive engineering, structural engineering, etc. 
2.2 Vibration Isolation 
Vibration isolation is the process of isolating an object, such as a piece of equipment, 
from the source of vibrations. There are two types of two-stage vibration isolation 
system, namely, active vibration isolation and passive vibration isolation. 
In the passive vibration isolation system, however, the vibrant object is the base and the 
purpose of the control system is to keep the displacement ofthe upper object stable. 
Passive vibration isolation systems consist essentially of a mass, spring and damper 
(dash-pot). 
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For the active vibration isolation system, the objective is to decrease the forces 
transmitted to the foundation. Active vibration isolation systems contain, along with the 
spring, a feedback circuit which consists of a piezoelectric accelerometer, a controller, 
and an electromagnetic transducer. The acceleration (vibration) signal is processed by a 
control circuit and amplifier. Then it feeds the electromagnetic actuator, which amplifies 
the signal. As a result of such a feedback system, a considerably stronger suppression of 
vibrations is achieved compared to ordinary damping. For example, the floating raft 
isolation system in the ship is used to decrease the forces produced by the motors in 
order to make the base of the ship stable. 
Below is some related research of vibration isolation system which entitles: 
'Research on performance indices of vibration isolation system' 
By H.L. Sun, H.B. Chen, K. Zhang and P.Q. Zhang 
Abstract 
Vibration isolators have been widely used to reduce the vibration and noise transmitted 
between the components of mechanical systems. The most elementary form of a 
vibration isolator can be considered as a resilient member with energy-dissipating means 
connecting the equipment and foundation. There are two classes of vibration isolation 
problem: one is to isolate vibrating equipment from a foundation and the other to isolate 
equipment from foundation vibration. Two corresponding typical performance criteria 
are based on motion and force tranSmissibility, respectively. Another performance index 
is isolator effectiveness or insertion loss which is defined as the ratios of (un-isolated) 
motion response or force to the corresponding motion response or force when an isolator 
is interposed between equipment and foundation. 
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2.3 Mathematical Modeling 
The purpose of mathematical modeling is to represent all the important features of the 
system for the purpose of deriving the mathematical (or analytical) equation governing 
the system's behavior. The mathematical model should include enough detail to be able 
to describe the system in terms of equation without making too complex. The 
mathematical model may be linear or non-linear, depending on the behavior of the 
system's component. 
2.4 D' Alembert Principle 
The equation of motion derive by Newton second law of motion 
F(t) = mx 
or 
M(t) = JB 
Or can be written as 
F(t)- mx=O 
or 





These equations can be considered equilibrium equation provided that -mi and -Iii 
are treated as a force and a moment. This fictitious force or moment is known as inertia 
force or inertia moment and the artificial state of equilibrium is known as dynamic 
equilibrium. This principle is called D' Alembert's principle. 
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CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY/ PROJECT WORK 
3.1 Procedure Identification 
The estimated work flow throughout this project is summarized in the schematic flow 
diagram as shown below: 
Identification of problem 
statement and requirement 
• Library, internet, Literature Information obtained 
lecturers and study based on recent 
supervisor needed 
~ 
Set constraints and criteria 
for analysis 
~ 
Mathematical modeling & writing 
computer code for the model 
l 
Computer simulation of vibration 
isolation of floating raft system 
l 
Analysis, discussion, data 





3.2 The Dynamic Analysis ofthe Machines 
The dynamic of the control system is studied using a mobility matrix technique. The 
governing equation of mobility matrix can be express as 
(3.1) 
Where FAt• FAb• VAt• VAb are, respectively, the upper and the lower forces and their 
corresponding velocities of the subsystem A, the abbreviation of bottom, b denotes the 
bottom output, and the abbreviation of top, t, indicates the top output of the 
corresponding subsystem. 
Also, from the two degree of freedom systems of vibration, the equations can be written 
in matrix form as 
[m] x (t) + [c] .X (t) + [k] x (t) = F(t) (3.2) 
For the analysis of the dynamic of the machine, the derivation has been made to derive 
the equation of the system. Following are derivation by applying Newton's second law 
of motion to each mass or rigid body shown by the free-body-diagram as 
(3.3) 
Or 
];ii; = Lj M;j (for rigid body of inertia];) (3.4) 
Where Lj F;j denotes the sum of all forces acting on mass m; and Lj M;j indicates the 
sum of moments of all forces (about suitable axis) acting on the rigid body of mass 
moment of inertia,];. 
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3.3 Floating Raft System 
Figure 3.1 below shows an analytical model of floating raft isolation system. 
I 
Figure 3.1: Analytical model of a floating raft isolation system. 
As an advanced isolation system, the floating raft isolation system is more complicated 
than most general two-stage isolation systems and it provides much better vibration 
reduction than the latter. Two or more machines are mounted on a single intermediate 
raft structure. The overall isolation system can be divided into five subsystems which is 
machines A, upper mount system B, passive isolators, intermediate raft R lower mount 
system D including passive isolators and foundation C. The intermediate raft structure is 
considered as a rigid block and the flexible foundation is modeled as a thin rectangular 
plate simply supported at its four edges. These five subsystems are connected at a finite 
number of junctions by the mounts. 
In engineering, the vertical vibration energy is more significant than that of other 
directions especially in low-frequency band, so only the vertical forces and the resulting 
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Figure 3.2: Configuration of spring and damper of floating raft isolation system 
3.3.1 Floating Raft Isolation System Configuration 
The floating raft isolation system in this project considered is composed of two upper 
machines with raft in the middle connected to the foundation as shown in the figure 3.2. 
Each end machine is connected with suspension consist of one spring and one damper. 
The length of the intermediate raft in this project is 1 0 meters. In this project, the author 
just considers the vertical forces. So, the width is not important in this project. For the 
both machines the length are about 3 meters each. 
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3.4 Equation of Motion 
3.4.1 Summation Force on the Intermediate Raft 
From the analytical model of a floating raft system in figure 3.1, there is two (2) degree 
of freedoms for each machine which is bounce and pitch motions as well as the floating 
raft. Overall, six (6) degree of freedoms will be developed in this model. The force on 
the upper machine is developed from the fluctuating machine. Using the d' Alembert 
force method, the equation of motion derived as follows from each of free body 
diagrams. Figure 3.3 below shows the free body diagram of the intermediate raft. 
Fd11fs11 Fd1 2 Fs 12 f'd21 Fs21 Fd22fs22 
' i ' ' ' ' 4 ' 1 I
I 
"'l l l.. r .L • ,..., 1 
.. 
r r 
' ' ' ' ' ' FdR 1 fsR 1 FdR2 FsR2 Fc1R3FsiU 
Figure 3.3: Free body diagram of the intermediate raft. 
Total force at the Z-axis on the intermediate raft 
LFz = MRzR 
J ,. ) l 
(3.5) 
= Fdu + f'su + Fd12 + f'slZ + Fdzt + Fs21 + Fdzz + f'szz - (FdRt + 
f'sRt + FdRz + FsRz + FdR3 + f'sR3 ) 
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Total of moment acting at center of gravity of the intermediate raft 
l:McGR = Mi~ (3.6) 
= - Fa11 Xn1 - Fs11 Xn1- Fa12 Xnz- F.1z Xnz + Fdz1 Xn3 + F.z1 Xn3 + 
Fa22 Xn4 + Fs22 Xn4 + FaR1 Xns + F.R1 Xns + FaRz Xn6 + F.Rz Xn6 - FaR3 XR7 -
FsR3 Xn7 
3.4.2 Summation Force on the Upper Machine 
Fl Fl 
z, 
Fdl!Fsll Fd12 Fs12 Fd21 Fs21 FJ22 Fs22 
Figure 3.4: FBD of Machine 1 Figure 3.5: FBD of Machine 2 
Total force at the Z-axis for the Machine 1: 
Total of moment acting at center of gravity of the Machine 1: 




Total force at the Z-axis for Machine 2: 
l:F, = MzZz 
= - F1 - Fd21 - fs21 - Fd22 - fs22 
Total of moment acting at center of gravity of the Machine 2: 
L McG2 = fz(J~ 
= Fd21 x3 + F,;21 x3 - Fd22 x4 - F,22 x4 
Forces between the machines and the intermediate raft: 












Forces between the intermediate raft and the foundation: 






3.4.3 Overall Equation of Motion 
Below are overall equations of motion in isolation raft system after the equations 3.11 to 3.24 
have been put into the equations 3.5 until3.10. The equations show that the motion of the each 
mass will influence the motion of mass next to it. Therefore the equations can be written in 
matrix form. 
l:Fz = MRzR (3.25) 
CuZ1- CuX1B1- CuZR + CuXR1 0R + C12Z1 + C12Xz01 - C12ZR + 
C12 XR2 iJR + Cz1Zz + CzlX3iJZ- Cz1ZR- CzlXR3 iJR + CzzZz + CzzX4Bz- CzzZR-
CzzXR.oR + k11z1 - k11x181- k 11zR + k 11XR1 6R + k 12z 1 + k 12x 26 1 - k 12zR + 
k12XR2 6R + kz1Zz- kz1X36z- kz1ZR- kz1XR3 6R + kzzZz + kzzX46z- kzzZR-
kzzXR4 6R- CR1ZR + CR1XR5 iJR- CRzZR + CRzXR/JR- CR3iR- CR3XR7 iJR-
kR1ZR + kR1XR5 6R- kRzZR + kRz XR6 6R- kR3ZR- kR3XR7 6R 
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LMcGR = Mj~ (3.26) 
= -C11XR 1z 1 + C11X1XR 1B1 + CuXRlzR- CuXR1 XRlBR 
CtzXzXRzBl + CtzXRzZR- C12 XR2XRzBR + CztXR3Zz- Cz1X3XR3Bz- CztXR3ZR-
CztXR3 XR3BR + CzzXR4Zz + CzzX4XR4Bz- CzzXR4ZR- CzzXR4 XR4BR + CR1XR5ZR-
CR1XR5 XR5BR + CRzXR6ZR- CRzXR6 XR6BR- CR3XR7ZR- CR3XR7 XR7BR- kuXRtZl + 
kuX1XR181 + kuXR1ZR- kuXR1XR19R- k12XRzZ1- k1zXzXRz81 + ktzXRzZR-
ktzXR2XRz9R + kz1XR3Zz- kz1X3XR382- kz1XR3ZR- kztXR3XR39R + kzzXR4Zz + 
kzzX4XR492- kzzXR4ZR- kzzXR4 XR49R + kR1XRsZR- kR1XR5 XR59R + kRzXR6ZR-
kRz XR6 XR69R - kR3XR7ZR - kR3XR7 XR79R 
(3.27) 
= -F1- CuZt + CuX1B1 + CuZR- CuXR,BR- kuZt + kux19 1 + 
kuzR- kuxR,BR- C12Z1- CtzXzBl + C12ZR- c12 XR2 BR- k 12z 1 - k 12x 29 1 + 
k 12zR - k 12XR 2 9R 
(3.28) 
= C11XtZ1 - C11X1X1B1- C11X1ZR + CuXR1 X1BR + k 11X1Z1 - k 11x 1x 19 1 -
kuXtZR + kuXR1 Xt9R- CtzXzZt- C12XzXzB1 + CtzXzZR- C12 XR2 XzBR-
k12XzZ1 - k 12 x 2x 29 1 + k12XzZR - k 1zXR2 Xz9R 
(3.29) 
= - F1- CztZz + Cz1X3B2 + Cz1ZR + CztXR3 BR- kztZz + k21x382 + 
kz1ZR + kzlXR,BR- CzzZz- CzzX4B2 + CzzZR + CzzXR4 BR- kzzZz- kzzX482 + 
kzzZR +kzzXR4 9R 
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LMcG2 = fiJ~ (3.30) 
= c 21x 3z2 - c 21x 3x 30 2 - c21x 3zR- c 21XR3X30R + k 21X3Z2- kz1X3X3IJ2 
- k21X3ZR- k 521 XR3X31JR- CzzX4Z2- CzzX4X402 + CzzX4ZR 
+ CzzXR4 X40R - kz2X4Z2- kzzX4X4IJ2 + kzzX4ZR + kzzXR4 X41JR 
3.5 Equations in Matrix Form 
MR 0 0 0 0 0 
ZR 
0 fR 0 0 0 0 8~ 
0 0 M1 0 0 0 zl + 0 0 0 11 0 0 6~ 
0 0 0 0 Mz 0 Zz 
0 0 0 0 0 lz {)~ 
Cu + C12 + C21 + Czz + CRl + CRz + CR3 
-CuXRl- C12XR2 + C21XR3 + CzzXR4- CR1XRs- CRzXR6 + CR3XR7 
-cu- c12 
ell X1 - C12Xz 
-czl- Czz 
c21x3 - CzzX4 
-Cu XR1 - C12 XR2 + Cz1XR3 + CzzXR4 - CR1XR5 - CRzXR6 -CR3XR7 
C11XR1 XR1 + C12 XR2 XRz + Cz1XR3 XR3 + CzzXR4 XR4 + CR1XR5 XRs + CRzXR6 XR6- CR3XR7 XR7 
CuXR1 + C12 XR2 
-c11XR1X1 + C12 XR2 Xz 
-Cz1XR3 - CzzXR4 
Cz1XR3 X3 -CzzXR4 X4 
-cu-c12 c11 x 1 - c 12x 2 -c21- Czz C21X3- CzzX4 
CuXRl + C12XR2 -CuX1XR1 + C12X2XR2 -C21XR3 - CzzXR4 Cz1xR.x3 - cdzzxR.x4 
c11 + c12 -cuxl + C12X2 0 0 
-cuxl + C12X2 CuX1 X1 + C12X2X2 0 0 
0 0 cdzl + cdzz -Cz1X3 + CzzX4 
0 0 -Cz1X3 + CzzX4 Cz1X3X3 + CzzX4X4 
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iR ku + k12 + k21 + kzz + kRl + kRz + kR3 
iJR 







k11x1 - k12x2 
-k21- kzz 
k 21x 3 - k 22x 4 
-kuXRl- k12XR2 + k21XR3 + kzzXR4- kRlXRs- kRzXR6 + kR3XR7 
kuXR1 XR1 + k12XR2 XR2 + k21XR3XR3 + kzzXR4 XR4 + kR1XR5 XR5 + kR2 XR6 XR6 + kR3XR7 XR7 
k 11XR1 + k12XR2 
-ku- k12 
kuXR1 + k12XR2 
ku + k12 
-kuxl + ktzXz 
0 
0 
-k11XR1 x 1 + k 12xR2x 2 
-kztXR3 - kzzXR4 
kz1XR3 X3- kzzXR4 X4 
k11x1 - k12x2 
-k11XR1 Xt + k12xR,x2 
-k11x1 + k12x2 





-k21xR3 - kzzXR• 
0 
0 
k21 + kzz 
-kztX3 + kzzX4 
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kz1X3- kzzX4 
kz1XR3X3 - kzzXR4 X4 
0 
0 
-kztX3 + kzzX4 
kz1X3X3 + kzzX4X4 
3.6 Runge Kutta Form 
In order to solve 6x6 matrices, Runge-Kutta fourth order is applied so that the matrix 
equations of motion are used to express the acceleration vector as 
i(t) = [m]-1 (F(t)- [c]i(t)- [k]x(t)) (3.31) 




7 x(t) x {~ } { ~ } x(t)= i(t) = [m]-1(F(t)- [c]i- [k]x) 
Rearrange the equation above to obtain 
7 [ [o] [I] ] {"Ct)} { o } 
x(t)= -[m]-1[k] -[m]-1 [c] i!(t) + [m]-rF(t) 
That is, 
~ ~ ~ 
X(t) = f(X, t) 
Where 
~(t) = 1(X, t) = [A]X(t) + 'f\t) 









-With this, the recurrence formula to evaluate X(t) at different grid points t; according to 




- ~ ~ K1 h Kz=hf(X.+- t·+-) 
' 2 ' ' 2 
-
- ~ ~ K2 h K3 = hf(X· +- t· +-) 
' 2 ' ' 2 
A numerical procedure used is Runge-Kutta method which solved the matrix equation 
computationally using MA TLAB software. 
(Refer to appendix I for the MATLAB coding) 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Case 1 - Configuration of Spring and Damper 
For case 1, the project is run to determine how configuration of spring and damper 
effects the vibration of floating raft system. The duration of MA TLAB simulation is set 
to be 10 second. The weight of each machine is 200kg and the weight of floating raft is 
lOOkg. The parameters of both upper machines are 400 N for the external force on each 
machine. All springs and dampers are set to 100000 N/m and 400 Ns/m each. For this 
case, we are just looking at the one suspension under the floating raft which is the 
variable distances from the datum or classified as 'xr6'. 
4.1.1 Case 1.1 -Machines 1 and 2 Operate at the Same Frequency 
Table 4.1: Displacement of Machine 1, z1 in Case 1.1 
Input 'xr6' Max. Displacement Displacement Time taken 
(m) before stable, z;1 when stable, z1 to stabilize 
(mm) (mm) (second) 
-6 6.893 2.536 3 
Fl = Fz -5 6.887 2.612 3 
=400N -4 6.871 2.710 3 
-3 6.884 2.770 3 
-2 6.888 2.861 3 
wl = Wz = -1 6.925 2.957 3 
300rpm 0 6.993 3.046 3 
1 7.027 3.115 3 
2 7.031 3.194 3 
3 6.995 3.280 3 
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4 6.925 3.368 3 
5 6.825 3.440 3 
6 6.720 3.517 3 
Table 4.2: Displacement of Machine 2, z2 in Case 1.1 
Input 'xr6' Max. Displacement Displacement Time taken 
(m) before stable, z;2 when stable, z2 to stabilize 
(mm) (mm) (second) 
-6 6.720 3.517 3 
F1 = F2 -5 6.825 3.440 3 
=400N -4 6.925 3.368 3 
-3 6.995 3.280 3 
wl = w2 = -2 7.031 3.194 3 
300rpm 
-1 7.027 3.115 3 
0 6.993 3.046 3 
1 6.925 2.957 3 
2 6.888 2.861 3 
3 6.884 2.770 3 
4 6.871 2.710 3 
5 6.887 2.612 3 
6 6.893 2.536 3 
Table 4.3: Displacement of Floating Raft, Zn in Case 1.1 
Input 'xr6' Max. Displacement Displacement Time taken 
(m) before stable, Z;n when stable, Zn to stabilize 
(mm) (mm) (second) 
-6 4.242 2.010 3 
F1 = F2 -5 4.277 2.017 3 
=400N -4 4.310 2.025 3 
-3 4.345 2.035 3 
-2 4.374 2.044 3 
wl = w2 = -1 4.389 2.066 3 
300rpm 0 4.395 2.074 3 
1 4.389 2.066 3 
2 4.374 2.044 3 
3 4.345 2.035 3 
4 4.310 2.025 3 
5 4.277 2.017 3 
6 4.242 2.010 3 
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4.1.2 Case 1.2 -Machines 1 Operates and Machine 2 is Off 
Table 4.4: Displacement of Machine 1, z1 in Case 1.2 
Input 'xr6' Max. Displacement Displacement Time taken 
(m) before stable, zi1 when stable, z1 to stabilize 
(mm) (mm) (second) 
-6 6.906 2.902 3 
F1 = 400N -5 6.973 2.932 3 
-4 7.029 2.929 3 
F2 =ON -3 7.073 2.964 3 
-2 7.102 3.049 3 
w1= 300rpm -1 7.164 3.074 3 
0 7.225 3.144 3 
w2 =0 1 7.266 3.232 3 
2 7.277 3.334 3 
3 7.253 3.455 3 
4 7.201 3.578 3 
5 7.193 3.174 3 
6 7.144 3.885 3 
Table 4.5: Displacement of Machine 2, z2 in Case 1.2 
Input 'xr6' Max. Displacement Displacement Time taken 
(m) before stable, zi2 when stable, z2 to stabilize 
(mm) (mm) (second) 
-6 1.427 0.367 3.5 
F1 = 400N -5 1.196 0.291 3.5 
-4 0.973 0.225 3.5 
F2 =ON -3 0.691 0.173 3.5 
-2 0.414 0.137 3.5 
w 1 = 300rpm -1 0.236 0.116 3.5 
0 0.204 0.111 3.5 
w2 =0 1 0.236 0.116 3.5 
2 0.414 0.137 3.5 
3 0.691 0.173 3.5 
4 0.973 0.225 3.5 
5 1.196 0.291 3.5 
6 1.427 0.367 3.5 
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Table 4.6: Displacement of Floating Raft, zR in Case 1.2 
Input 'xr6' Max. Displacement Displacement Time taken 
(m) before stable, ZiR when stable, zR to stabilize 
(mm) (mm) (second) 
-6 2.488 1.023 3 
F1 = 400N -5 2.440 1.014 3 
-4 2.391 1.011 3 
F2 =ON -3 2.339 1.009 3 
-2 2.286 1.008 3 
w1= 300rpm -1 2.233 1.007 3 
0 2.197 1.007 3 
w2 =0 1 2.155 1.007 3 
2 2.106 1.007 3 
3 2.050 1.006 3 
4 1.989 1.006 3 
5 1.926 1.005 3 
6 1.864 1.004 3 
4.1.3 Case 1.3 - Machines 1 and 2 Operate with Different Frequency 
Table 4.7: Displacement of Machine 1, z1 in Case 1.3 
Input 'xr6' Max. Displacement Displacement Time taken 
(m) before stable, zil when stable, z1 to stabilize 
(mm) (mm) (second) 
-6 7.049 2.882 3 
F1 = 400N -5 7.060 2.901 3 
-4 7.069 2.921 3 
F2 = 400N -3 7.074 2.952 3 
-2 7.078 3.011 3 
w1 = 300rpm -1 7.099 3.067 3 
0 7.157 3.140 3 
w2 =600rpm 1 7.200 3.231 3 
2 7.222 3.329 3 
3 7.214 3.451 3 
4 7.173 3.578 3 
5 7.151 3.718 3 
6 7.126 3.871 3 
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Table 4.8: Displacement of Machine 2, z2 in Case 1.3 
Input 'xr6' Max. Displacement Displacement Time taken 
(m) before stable, z;2 when stable, z2 to stabilize 
(mm) (mm) (second) 
-6 1.380 0.836 3.5 
F1 = 400N -5 1.295 0.756 3.5 
-4 1.412 0.694 3.5 
F2 =400N -3 1.522 0.648 3.5 
-2 1.596 0.614 3.5 
w1 = 300rpm -1 1.634 0.593 3.5 
0 1.648 0.583 3.5 
w2 = 600rpm 1 1.634 0.587 3.5 
2 1.602 0.599 3.5 
3 1.947 0.623 3.5 
4 2.282 0.662 3.5 
5 2.514 0.722 3.5 
6 2.600 0.799 3.5 
Table 4.9: Displacement of Floating Raft, zn in Case 1.3 
Input 'xr6' Max. Displacement Displacement Time taken 
(m) before stable, ziR when stable, Zn to stabilize 
(mm) (mm) (second) 
-6 2.843 1.153 3 
F1 = 400N -5 2.836 1.160 3 
-4 2.832 1.162 3 
F2 =ON -3 2.830 1.171 3 
-2 2.828 1.176 3 
w1 = 3 OOrpm -1 2.822 1.181 3 0 ... 2.812 1.184 3 
w2 = 0 1 2.795 1.193 3 
2 2.769 1.198 3 
3 2.736 1.204 3 
4 2.705 1.210 3 
5 2.668 1.217 3 
6 2.627 1.228 3 
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4.2 Case 2- Availability of Spring or Damper 
For case 2, the objective is to determine how much effect of spring and damper to the 
floating raft system. The duration of MATLAB simulation is set to be 10 second. The 
weight of each machine is 200kg and the weight of floating raft is 1 OOkg. The 
parameters of both upper machines are 400 N for the external force and 300rpm for the 
natural frequency of each machine while the machines were operated. All springs and 
dampers are set to 100000 N/m and 400 Ns/m each. For this case, we are looking into 
several cases when the value of spring and damper has been changed. The configuration 
of the spring and damper with the length 'xr6' meter from datum is set to be 0 meter 
which means the spring and damper is located exactly on the datum. So, the effect of the 
availability of spring and damper will not be affected by the configuration of the spring 
and damper. The duration of MA TLAB simulation is set to be 10 second. 
4.2.1 Case 2.1 -The System Operates with Spring and Damper 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
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Figure 4.1: Both Machines 1 and 2 in case 2.1 (with damper) 
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Figure 4.1 shows the maximum displacement that both machine 1 and 2 experienced are 
6.99mm and the time taken for the machines to stable is about 3 second before it run 
with 3.06mm of displacement. 
: i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
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time(s) 
Figure 4.2: Floating raft in case 2.1 (with damper) 
Figure 4.2 shows the maximum displacement that floating raft experienced is 4.40mm 
and the time taken for the floating raft to stable is about 3 second before it run with 
2.07mm of displacement. 
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4.2.2 Case 2.2 - The System Operates with without Damper 
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Figure 4.3: Both Machine 1 and 2 in Case 2.2 (without damper) 
Figure 4.3 shows the maximum displacement that machines 1 and 2 experienced is 
7.947rnrn. From the graph, the machine 1 and 2 will be facing random vibration. The 
displacement is not stable and keeps changing every second. 
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Figure 4.4: Floating Raft in Case 2.2 (without damper) 
Figure 4.4 shows the maximum displacement that floating raft experienced which is 
4.907mm. From the graph, the floating raft will be facing random vibration. The 
displacement is not stable and keeps changing every second. 
4.3 Summary of Case 1 
For case 1, the results show that there are relationship between the configuration of 
spring and damper with the displacement of machines. The configuration of spring and 
damper played very important role to maintain the stability of the machines supported 
by floating raft. 
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Figure 4.5 below show the summary of the result of case 1.1 which is the machines 1 
and 2 operate at the same frequency. 
Summary of case 1.1 
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Figure 4.5: Summary of case 1.1 
- Machine1 
Machine 2 
• Floating Raft 
- Max. Machine 1 
- Max. Machine 2 
• Max. Floating Raft 
For case 1.1, from the result shows in the figure 4.5. the highest displacement of 
machine 1 is when the spring and damper is place at the range of 2 meter from the 
datum which is 7.03mm. The highest displacement of machine 2 is when the spring and 
damper is place at the range of -2 meter from the datum which is the same as machine 1, 
7.03rrun. For this case, both machines can be placed between the ranges of -5 meter to 5 
meter from the datum to satisfy the control limit of maximum displacement after stable 
which is less than 3.5mm. The range of 6 and -6 meter from datum will give 
displacement of machine 1 and 2 more than 3.5mm. So, it will go beyond the control 
limit or the requirement. 
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Figure 4.6 below show the summary of the result of case 1.2 which is the machines 1 
operates and machine 2 is off. 
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Figure 4.6: summary for Case 1.2 
- Machinel 
- Machine2 
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- Max. Machine 1 
Max. Machine 2 
Max. Floating Raft 1 
For case 1.2, from the result shows in the figure 4.6, the highest displacement of 
machine l is when the spring and damper is place 2 meter from the datum which is 
7 .28mm and the highest displacement of machine 2 is when the spring and damper is 
place at 6 or -6 meter from the datum which is 1.427mm. the spring and damper should 
be placed between the ranges of -6 meter to 3 meter from the datum to satisfy the 
control limit of maximum displacement of 3.5 mm. from the graph, when the spring and 
damper has been put at the range of 4 meter to 6 meter from the datum, the machine 1 
will give displacement more than 3.5 mm. So, it will go beyond the control limit or the 
requirement. 
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Figure 4.7 below show the summary of the result of case 1.3 which is the machines 1 
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Figure 4.7: Summary for Case 1.3 
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For case 1.3, from the result shows in the figure 4.7, the highest displacement of 
machine 1 is when the spring and damper is place 2 meter from the datum which is 
7 .22mm and the highest displacement of machine 2 is when the spring and damper is 
place 6 meter from the datum which is 2.6mm. The spring and damper can be placed 
between the ranges of -6 meter to 3 meter from the datum to satisfy the control limit of 
maximum displacement of 3.5 mm. from the graph, when the spring and damper has 
been put at the range of 4 meter to 6 meter from the datum, the machine 1 will give 
displacement more than 3.5 rnm. So, it will go beyond the control limit or the 
requirement. Even though the frequency of machine 2 is increased by 2 times, the 





In this project, there are two cases have been studied which are case 1 and case 2. In the 
case 1 which is the configuration of the spring and damper under the floating raft, there 
are three minor sub cases. The sub cases are, the machines operate with the same 
frequency, the machine 1 operates and machine 2 is off and the machine operate with 
different frequency. For the case 2, availability of spring and damper is studied. In this 
case, there are two sub cases which are the machines run with spring and damper place 
between the machine and floating raft and also floating raft with foundation, and the 
machines run only consist of spring without damper placed in any part. 
5.2 Recommendation 
As conclusion, in this study, an analytical model of the two stage floating raft isolation 
system is presented. The mobility matrices of subsystems are derived by the 
substructure mobility technique. The action of spring, damper and its configuration are 
discussed. In order to identify the best parameters for the selected configuration, the 
most important key factor here is the requirement for the maximum vibration of 
machines. In order to come up with an effective solution and satisfy the industrial 
requirement, understanding of the problems and other constraints must be considered. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 1: MA TLAB Coding 
Appendix 2: Gantt chart- First Semester 
Appendix 3: Gantt chart- Second Semester 
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u3 ( 1: 12, 1: 1) ~o; 
















uO (11, 1) ~z2dot; 
u0(12,1)~teta2dot; 
·:;, makin<.:J m 
m(1:6,1:6)~0; 
m(1,1)~Mr; 








c(1,1)~c11 + c12 + c21 + c22 + cr1 + cr2 + cr3; 
c(2,1)~-c11*xr1 - c12*xr2 + c21*xr3 + c22*xr4 - cr1*xr5 - cr2*xr6 + 
cr3*xr7; 
c(3,1)~-c11- c12; 
c(4,1)~c1l*x1 - c12*x2; 
c(5,1)~-c21 - c22; 
c(6,1)~c21*x3 - c22*x4; 
c(1,2)~-c11*xr1 - c12*xr2 + c21*xr3 + c22*xr4 - cr1*xr5 - cr2*xr6 + 
cr3*xr7; 
c(2,2)~c11*xr1*xr1 + c12*xr2*xr2 + c21*xr3*xr3 + c22*xr4*xr4 + 
crl*xr5*xr5 + cr2*xr6*xr6 + cr3*xr7*xr7; 
c(3,2)~c11*xr1 + c12*xr2; 
c(4,2)~-c11*xr1*x1 + c12*xr2*x2; 
c(5,2)~-c2l*xr3 - c22*xr4; 
c(6,2)~c21*xr3*x3 - c22*xr4*x4; 
c(1,3)~-c11 - c12; 
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c(2,3)~cll*xrl + c12*xr2; 
c(3,3)~cll + c12; 




c(2,4)~-cll*xl*xrl + c12*x2*xr2; 




c(1,5)~-c21 - c22; 
c(2,5)~-c2l*xr3 - c22*xr4; 
c(3,5)~0; 
c(4,5)~0; 
c(5,5)~c21 + c22; 
c(6,5)~-c2l*x3 + c22*x4; 




c(5,6)~-c21*x3 + c22*x4; 
c(6,6)~c21*x3*x3 + c22*x4*x4; 
~c(l:6,1:G)=0; 
% makirtr Jc ------
k(1:6,1:6)~0; 
k(l,l)~kll + kl2 + k21 + k22 + krl + kr2 + kr3; 
k(2,1)~-kll*xrl- k12*xr2 + k21*xr3 + k22*xr4 - krl*xr5- kr2*xr6 + 
kr3*xr7; 




k(1,2)~-kll*xrl - k12*xr2 + k2l*xr3 + k22*xr4 - krl*xrS - kr2*xr6 + 
kr3*xr7; 
k(2,2)~kll*xrl*xrl + k12*xr2*xr2 + k21*xr3*xr3 + k22*xr4*xr4 + 
krl*xr5*xr5 + kr2*xr6*xr6 + kr3*xr7*xr7; 
k(3,2)~kll*xrl + kl2*xr2; 
k(4,2)~-kll*xrl*xl + kl2*xr2*x2; 
k(5,2)~-k2l*xr3 - k22*xr4; 
k(6,2)~k2l*xr3*x3 - k22*xr4*x4; 
k(l,3)~-kll - k12; 
k(2,3)~kll*xrl + k12*xr2; 
k(3,3)-kll + k12; 
k(4,3)~-kll*xl + k12*x2; 
k(5,3)~0; 
k(6,3)~0; 
k(l,4)~kll*xl - k12*x2; 
k(2,4)~-kll*xl*xrl + kl2*x2*xr2; 





k(1,5)~-k21 - k22; 
k(2,5)~-k2l*xr3 - k22*xr4; 
k(3,5)~0; 
k(4,5)~0; 
k(5,5)~k21 + k22; 
k(6,5)~-k21*x3 + k22*x4; 




k(5,6)=-k2l*x3 + k22*x4; 
k(6,6)~k21*x3*x3 + k22*x4*x4; 
cl; k ( 1: 6 J' l : 6) =0 i 
A(1:12,1:12)=0; 





















































































xlabel ( 's (second) ') 













All of these codes are written in M-File editor in the MATLAB software. 
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